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HOW TO TRANSFORM
YOUR ROOMS WITH PAINT

small
spaces
USE EVERY INCH. When storage space is at a
premium, turn practical items into found art.
Here, a dividing wall becomes the perfect place
to hang a white stepladder, which blends with the
wall and resembles a piece of modern sculpture.
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GO FOR DRAMA. The condo
has no formal dining room,
but a series of five handblown glass pendant lights
defines the eating zone by
adding sparkle and making
the table feel like much
more than just an extension
of the kitchen island.

ROOMS
WITH A

vıew

The 1,200-square-foot Vancouver
condo of Jason Crosby, a marine
coordinator for the film industry, is
chock full of ideas for making the
most of small-space style.
TEXT BETH HITCHCOCK | PHOTOGRAPHY TRACEY AYTON
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CREATE ARCHITECTURAL INTEREST.
The range hood was clad in the same
light wood veneer as the backsplash,
which complements the new white oak
hardwood floors. Now, the range hood
looks like a clean and contemporary
statement piece.
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idea no. 5

idea no. 6

idea no. 7

DISGUISE THE ELECTRONICS. Designer
Gaile Guevara, who
helped Jason with the
gut reno of the condo,
suggested painting a
narrow exterior wall in
a dark colour to act
as a focal point and to
also camouflage the
TV, which was installed
directly into the wall
for a seamless look.

DESIGNATE A PET
ZONE. Even Jason’s
dog, Griffin, gets a
chic spot to call his
own, courtesy of
floating dog dishes
that were built for
Jason as a gift from
Gaile and her team.

THINK IN PAIRS. Two
sleek black leather MidCentury Modern armchairs add an edgy,
masculine feel to the
living room’s light
upholstered pieces.
Their birch frames are
similar in tone to the
dining stools, bringing
continuity to the
open-concept space.
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FIND THE RIGHT MIX.
Incorporating different
wood finishes can be
a challenge in a smaller
space but here, the solid
walnut stools stand
out stylishly against the
light floors. “These
stools bring a natural
feeling to the place
and I absolutely love
them,” says homeowner Jason Crosby.
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idea no. 8

idea no. 9

GO BACK IN TIME.
Weathered wood boxes
and a framed photo bring
a vintage touch to the
contemporary space.
A floor lamp positioned
directly above casts a
spotlight on the attractive vignette at night.

KEEP AN OPEN MIND.
A round side table with
a thin metal frame feels
airier than a chunky one.
More importantly, the
table is stackable and
also works as a stool
in a pinch when extra
seating is needed.

idea no. 10

idea no. 11

STASH THINGS STYLISHLY.
Dog toys and accessories
are easy to access when
placed in a leather and jute
bag. The Vancouver logo
feels especially personal
for Jason: “I love travelling,
but Vancouver is my home
and I wouldn’t want to
live anywhere else.”

BE DARING WITH
DISPLAY. Marine cleats –
something Jason uses in
his job – create a unique
easel-like backdrop for
photos of the ocean. Gaile
also brought in a few blue
accessories to emphasize
the views and Jason’s
connection to the water.
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Use every
square inch of wall
space to your
advantage.
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Sticking t o
low-profile
furniture creates
the illusion of
more space.
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idea no. 12

idea no. 13

GO BIG AND BOLD. A wallpaper mural of a world map
creates a well-travelled,
masculine vibe in Jason’s
bedroom. The low-slung
upholstered bed frame
allows the focus to remain
on the wall while a wallmounted swing-arm lamp
emphasizes the ceiling height.

REFLECT THE LIGHT. In her
design for the master ensuite’s floating vanity, Gaile
incorporated a wraparound
shelf to maximize the open
storage. Installing a mirror
the length of the wall makes
the bathroom appear bigger
and brighter – a simple and
inexpensive design trick.

idea no. 14

idea no. 15

CONSIDER PRIVACY. An
extra-large freestanding
shower defines the space
between Jason’s bedroom
and the ensuite. Gaile cleverly
chose smoky grey glass to
create some privacy without
blocking the visual flow
between the spaces.

MAX OUT VERTICAL
SPACE. Three horizontal
storage cabinets make
the most of a cramped
vertical niche above the
toilet. A trio of wooden
bird sculptures are
playthings for Jason’s
niece and nephews.
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CHOOSE CONTRASTING
FINISHES. On the living
room mantel, Tracey
cleverly offset the
weathered, organic
elements – the mirror
frame, driftwood and
tiny stack of felt rocks –
with a chrome lantern.
The juxtaposition of
beachy against sparkly keeps the look hip.

perfect

PICTURE

Photographer Tracey Ayton uses her eye for composition to bring beachy charm to a 1,500-square-foot
Vancouver house. Here, she shares how she did it.
TEXT BETH HITCHCOCK | PHOTOGRAPHY TRACEY AYTON | STYLING KARLA AMADATSU
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COMMUNE WITH NATURE.
“I would describe our home
as a little beach cottage in
the city,” says homeowner
Tracey Ayton. So it comes as
no surprise that she would
bring the outside in by
placing a large sculptural
branch in one corner of the
living room – a cheeky nod
to the artwork above and a
complement to the Eames
rocker’s organic shape.
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idea no. 3
CUSTOMIZE STORAGE.
A black cabinet Tracey
had been eyeing forever
provides a spot to stash
books and magazines,
and hides the TV. Tracey
and her husband, Jay,
retrofitted the cabinet
with a few simple saw
cuts and drilled a hole
into the back for cords.

idea no. 4
KEEP IT LIGHT. A pale
grey rug helps keep the
small dining room looking
bright. The glass hanging
lantern’s frame is minimal,
which makes it appear
to float over the table.

idea no. 5
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TRICK THE EYE. Although
the living room fireplace
is gas, a basket filled with
birch logs adds to the
cozy feel – just right for
the couple’s dog, Griffon.

idea no. 6
STICK WITH A SIMPLE
PALETTE. Tracey and Jay
painted the entire main
floor in Benjamin Moore’s
Harbor Gray (AC-25) to
ensure a continuous flow
for the eye. Tracey limits
her collection of objets
to tones of white, cream
and wood to maintain
the sense of calm.

idea no. 7
ADD DABS OF COLOUR.
Designer Karla Amadatsu
of Kerrisdale Design
helped Tracey add some
soothing inky blues to
break up all the black
and white. “Black and
white are my favourite
colours, as boring as it
sounds,” says Tracey.
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Forgo window
treatments to
let more light into
a small space.
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idea no. 8
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PUT THE WRITING ON
THE WALL. Tracey loves to
bake (Jay’s the cook), so she
decided to stencil her favourite
biscuit recipe on the kitchen
wall. To the left is an original
narrow cupboard that once
housed an ironing board;
Tracey has repurposed it as
a spice cupboard.

idea no. 9
TAKE CABINETS TO THE
CEILING. In a small kitchen
(this one is just over 200 square
feet) where storage is at a premium, max out every vertical
square inch by installing upper
cabinets to full ceiling height.
Extra-chunky moulding and
a subway tile backsplash add
to the vintage look.

idea no. 10
FIND A VISION. The couple’s
inspiration for the renovation of
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the kitchen in their 1920s house
was the home in the well-loved
Nancy Meyers movie Something’s Gotta Give, evidenced
by the white Shaker-style
cabinets and dark countertops.
The metal industrial-style stools
inject some extra charm.

idea no. 11
PICK YOUR FOCAL POINT.
Open-display shelves add
personality in a small niche
between the fridge and wall.
Tracey chose items in light,
neutral tones, with just one
black cake pedestal commanding the centre of attention.
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idea no. 12
THINK PRACTICALLY. Tracey
and Jay hung their most-used
pots from a metal rod so they
wouldn’t have to rummage
through drawers to find them.
Hanging them in ascending
order of size makes the display
look organized – like something
you’d see in a chic bistro.
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